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OPERATIONAL EQUATIONS IN SPACE B* AND BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
It is proved in [5] that any linear value problem (ii) S:L^-L°, T:L°-L** are algebraically linear operations such that T is continuous and S»T = id^o! (iii) the projection ssl/*--KerS, called a limit condition, given by sx = x -T°Sx is a continuous operation, one can formulate a type of "boundary value problem" as follows Sx = f(x) (1) lx = c (c 6 KerS ).
Since the "theorem about open mappings is true also for locally convex topological spaces we are able to prove that the problem (1 J posseses exactly one solution in the space B*. This is certainly a generalization of the A. Lasota's and Z. Opial's result ([5] ) that permits to use the space of all continuous functions on the interval [o,°°) , with a sequence of semi-norms Qk(x) = sup{|x(t)| : te [o,k] } (k = 1,2,...). As a result we obtain the existence and uniqueness for the system of differential equations -317 - with the boundary value condition x^ + A*x(o) = r where % e R, r 6 R n , Xoo = lim x(t). t OO 1. The theorem on the existenoe and uniqueness of the solution of problem (1) If E is a B q space then nv(E) denotes the family of all nonempty subsets of E. A mapping H s E -•-nv(E) will be called upper semicontinuous if its graph {(x,y) : : y 6 H(x)} is closed in E*E, and compact if, for any, bounded subset X of E the closure of the set U H(x) is xeX compact in E. An upper semicontinuous and compact mapping H : E--nv(E) will be called completely continuous.
Let ke a family of semi-norms in L^ such that if q"(x) = 0 for n = 1,2,...., then x = 0. We shall de- note by L the complementation of L in the paranorm |x| -2 1 + q (x) * n=1 n In the proof of Theorem 1 we shall make use of the following Lemma which is an immediate corollary fiom Theorem 10 of [7] . Lemma 1. Let E be a B Q space and let g : E--E be a mapping of the form g = I -h where I is the identity on E, whereas h : E-E is a compact map. Then if g : E -g(E) is one-to-one mapping, then g s E --E is open. Theorem 1.
Assume that dim(KerS) < <»<> and some mappings lsL 1 -KerS, f L^--L°, F : L 1 --nv(L°) satisfy the following conditions: (a) T»p : L 1 --nv(L 1 ), where T»P(x) = T(P(x)) for eaoh x 6 L 1 , is completely continuous mapping (b) f is a continuous mapping and f(x.,)-f(x 2 ) e F(x.|-x 2 ) for any x^ ,x 2 e L^ (c) 1 is a linear continuous operation.
Then, if x = 0 is the unique solution of the problem then in the space L 1 there exists exactly one solution of (2) S(xj e F(x), lx = 0 then (1).
Proof.
As the solution of problem (1) is equivalent to the solution of the following equation:
therefore the theorem will be proved if we demonstrate that the mapping g : L^x KerS --L^x KerS given by the formula
is a homeomorphism.
If the mapping h : L 1 x KerS --L 1 x KerS is defined by the formula h(x,c) = (T<>f(x) + c, c + cQ -lx), then the mapping g has the form g = I -h, where I is identity on L 1 x KerS.
1°. Let us notice in the first place that g : L 1 x KerS --•-g(L^x KerS) is a one-to-one mapping. Indeed, let g(x1,c1)= = gfxgjCg)« Then it follows from the definition of g that (x.,-x2,t^-Cg) = (T[f(x1 ) -f(*2)] + c 1" c 2» c 1" c 2 "
and this equality is equivalent to the following system of two equations (1.1)
x.,-x2 = iffix.,) -f(x2)] + c.j -c2
(1.2) ltx^Zg) = 0.
As, according to our assumption (b) f(x1) -f(x2)e P(x1-x2), therefore it follows from (1.1) that
Hence we get from (1.2) and (1.3) S(x.j-x 2 ) e P(x^-x 2 ), lfx^-x^) = 0. By our assumptions problem (2) has only a zero solution and hence we obtain from condition (1.1) the equality
then we have (x^,c^) = (x 2 ,c 2 ). Consequently gj L^xKerS ----g(L^x KerS) is a one-to-one mapping. 2° Next we shall show that h is a compact mapping, i.e. that for any arbitrary bounded set X C L^x KerS the closure of the set h(X) is compact in L^x KerS.
Let (y n i°n) e h(X) (n=1,2,...). We construct a sequence
where ( x n »c n ) e x and k(x n ,c n ) ~ ( n =1«2»...). As the sequence is bounded, therefore the sequences jx^j and |c n j are bounded, too, in L^ and KerS respectively. It follows from assumption (b) that CO T jf(x n )-f(0fj e U T°F(x Q ). By assumption (a) the mapping T®F is compact, and therefore the sequence |t [f(x n )-f(o)J| contains a convergent subsequence. As dim(KerS) < ®® , therefore the bounded sequence | an _ the sequence {(7 n~xn » c n "' c n )} bounded in L x KerS. Now, ;ust as in part 2° we notice that the sequences {l( x n~yn )}» °n"" c n J» |T[f(7 n )-f(x n )J| include convergent subsequenoes. therefore without any loss of generality we can assume that the sequence ( u n »c n ) = {k^n^n^""^^» 0^] is conver S ent » Let (1.12) lim (u n ,c n ) = (u,c). n It follows from conditions (1.8), (1.9), (1.12) that (1.13) lim (y n -x n .c n -e n ) = U,c) n * and that
and as the mapping T»F is upper semicontinuous, we get from conditions (1.13>, (1.14), (1.15) (1.16) z e T°P(u).
Next, taking the limits in (1.11), we get (1.17) (u,c) = (z+c,c-lu).
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Therefore from (1.16) and (1.17) we get Su e F(u), lu = 0.
As by our assumptions problem (2) Proof.
In the first place we shall show that' T°F is a compaot. Let X C c[0,°°) be a bounded set. We shall show that the closure of the set U T. P(x) is compact in xeX C[o,oo). Ab X is bounded, therefore for any positive inte- 
3) y n 6 P(x n ), i.e. |y n (t)| $ f(t) |x n (t)| a.e. on (0,~).
-325 - |x'(t)| ^ <f(t) |x(t j| a.e. on (0,<~ ).
We shall show that if the function x satisfies the inequality (2.6) then x 6 M i.e. there exists a finite limit lim x(t) = x . In fact, from (2.6) follows the ineauality t_oo t |x(t)|< |x(0 ) | + J" <f(z)|x(z) |dZ.
From Gronwall's inequality we obtain and as / |x'(z)|dz is convergent, therefore we obtain from o the estimation (2.9) that lim x(t) = x"-. Thus x e M. tNext we show that problem (*) has only a zero solution. If x(0) = 0 then from (2.7) we obtain x(t) = 0. If, on the contrary, x(0) ^ 0, then (2.7) implies 
